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DHSC CLINICAL COMMISSIONING POLICY

Invasive treatments for low back pain

1. Injections: Spinal injections for managing low back pain WILL NOT be routinely
funded. [Note: This policy covers image-guided facet joint injection, other image-guided 
injections, non-image guided injections and prolotherapy, using steroid or steroid plus local 
anaesthetic for the management of low back pain.  Interventions (diagnostic or therapeutic) 
for radicular pain are outside the scope of this policy.]

Diagnostic medial branch block as part of assessment for radio-frequency denervation is also 
excluded from this policy.   Radiofrequency denervation in people for chronic low back pain 
should only be offered to those with a positive response to a diagnostic medial branch block

2. Surgery: Disc replacement surgery for people with low back pain WILL NOT be
routinely funded. Spinal fusion surgery for people with low back pain WILL NOT
be routinely funded.

Clinical Effectiveness Cost Effectiveness

Spinal Injections for 
low back pain

Inadequate Inadequate

Comments NICE has carried out a comprehensive literature review that 
found a lack of evidence to support the clinical effectiveness of 
any modality of injection therapy (including image-guided facet 
joint injection, other image-guided injections, non-image guided 
injections and prolotherapy, using steroid or steroid plus local 
anaesthetic). The NICE guideline development group concluded: 
Overall the GDG agreed that there was no consistent good 
quality evidence to recommend the use of spinal injections for 
the management of low back pain. There was minimal evidence 
of benefit from injections, and reason to believe that there was a 
risk of harm, even if rare. The GDG consequently agreed that it 
was appropriate to recommend against the use of spinal 
injections for people with low back pain. [NICE, NG59, p.40].

NICE did not identify any economic evaluations. The GDG 
concluded:

Given the GDG’s conclusions that there was a lack of evidence of 
clinical benefit for injections (for any of the agents or modalities 
reviewed), intervention costs were not considered justified. 
[NICE, NG59, p.41].
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Clinical Effectiveness Cost Effectiveness

Disc replacement 
surgery

Inadequate Inadequate

Comments NICE carried out a comprehensive evidence review and 
concluded:
The GDG noted that there were some signs of benefit from 
disc replacement compared to other interventions, but this 
evidence was very limited and not consistent across outcomes. 
Furthermore the GDG felt the risk of harms associated with 
disc replacement outweighed the potential benefits. The GDG 
were aware of the lack of long term follow-up data for disc 
replacement surgery. The GDG expressed their concerns about 
this, particularly as disc replacement is often performed in 
younger age-groups in consideration of its claimed motion 
preservation benefits. However, it was highlighted that there is 
currently limited evidence of disc replacement benefits regarding 
motion and adjacent level degeneration compared to other 
surgical procedures, and the reported risks of disc replacement 
would often prevail over the benefits. As a result, the GDG 
agreed that the limited evidence of effectiveness alongside the 
above concerns meant it was appropriate to recommend against 
the use of disc replacement in people with low back pain with/
without sciatica. [NICE, NG59, p.154]

NICE did identified two economic evaluations. However, the 
GDG concluded: 
Overall, the GDG were concerned about the lack of evidence of 
effect and the safety of the procedure. Taking into account the 
overall body of clinical effectiveness evidence, the uncertainty 
around the cost effectiveness studies, and the concerns around 
safety, the GDG decided to recommend against this procedure. 
[NICE, NG59, p.55]
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Clinical Effectiveness Cost Effectiveness

Spinal fusion surgery Inadequate Inadequate

Comments NICE carried out a comprehensive evidence review and 
concluded:
Overall the GDG considered that there was no consistent 
benefit of spinal fusion over comparator treatments and 
evidence of potential harm. Given this and the limited number 
of studies from which data could be evaluated, the GDG agreed 
that there was a lack of evidence of clinical effectiveness to 
recommend spinal fusion for people with low back pain other 
than in the context of a randomised controlled trial. [NICE, 
NG59, p.182].

NICE identified two cost-utility analyses. However: Taking into 
account the overall body of clinical effectiveness evidence for 
spinal fusion, the GDG concluded there was no consistent 
benefit of spinal fusion over comparator treatments and there 
was considerable evidence of harm. When combined with the 
cost-effectiveness evidence which indicated that spinal fusion 
was not a cost-effective intervention for the treatment of low 
back pain, the GDG agreed that spinal fusion should not be 
routinely recommended for people with low back pain. [NICE, 
NG59, p.183].

Summary of evidence 

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, Low back pain and sciatica in the over 
16s: assessment and management.  Invasive treatments, NG59, Methods, Evidence and 
Recommendations, November 2016
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng59/evidence/full-guideline-invasive-treatments-
pdf-2726157998

Spinal injections: pp12-42

Disc replacement surgery: pp138-156

Spinal fusion surgery: 157-184



Reason for Requesting a policy recommendation: 

Included within the Effective Use of Resources Project

Where a patient is considered to have exceptional need for and capacity to benefit from a 
treatment that is not routinely funded, a request for individual funding may be made to the 
Individual Funding Requests Panel. The patient must be made aware that the Panel may not 
support the request and must not be given any expectation that they will be able to have the 
treatment until a decision to fund has been received in writing from the Panel. 

For further information contact:

Tel: +44 (0)1624 642646
Email: clinicalcommissioning.dhsc@gov.im
Website: www.gov.im/dhscclinicalcommissioning

Department of Health and Social Care
Crookall House, Demesne Road, Douglas, Isle of Man, IM1 3QA.
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